Course Guides
A description of both certification-led and professional
development courses on offer

Welcome Note

"Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world."
Hello there,
Thank you for your interest in our
programmes. Our mission is to help you, take
your professional life to the next level, by
providing you with world-class education,
deep knowledge and inspiring dialogue.
Supported by an international faculty with a
backbone of strong technical capability as well
as effective teaching expertise, you will gain
the insight and expertise you need to move
forward in the area of your specialisation.
This mission guides and influences our
programme content, the selection of new faculty as well as the articles and other resources
we publish to support your community and development. We believe that our portfolio of
programmes is at the forefront of ideas that will help you achieve professional success.
If you would like to find out more about any of the programmes listed or any other
programme you are interested in, drop me a line.
Regards

Rowena Morais
Programme Director
rmorais@verticaldistinct.com
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So, from information-rich articles and podcasts,
through to White Papers, and the latest surveys and
reports, you’ll find the detailed and often groundbreaking knowledge required to give you the edge in
a highly competitive and fast changing business
environment.
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Cloud Computing
CLOUD COMPUTING ASSOCIATE

"It will allow you to operate effectively
in a cloud environment."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Cloud Computing
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This certification demonstrates that you have
the basic skills and knowledge associated with
cloud and virtualization. It will allow you to
operate effectively in a cloud environment as
you will be able to demonstrate understanding
of key concepts and terminology. This
certification serves as a baseline for
subsequent Cloud Credential Council
professional level certifications.
"Peter is Master Global Trainer for Cloud and
Virtualizaton... Peter brings his vast knowledge
on the subject and makes it easy to understand
the various concepts in what can seem a very
complicated environment. I highly recommend
Peter and his abilities to help organisations
improvement their Virtualization and Cloud
education and implementation initiatives."
FACULTY : Peter van Eijk

Brian Bourne, Principal at SmartTech

Cloud Computing

CERTIFICATE OF CLOUD SECURITY KNOWLEDGE

"Towards ensuring a demonstrated awareness of the
security threats and best practices for securing the
cloud."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Cloud Computing
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course introduces you to the world of cloud
computing security and prepares you to take the
CCSK exam. The CCSK is designed to ensure that a
broad range of professionals with responsibility
related to cloud computing have a demonstrated
awareness of the security threats and best
practices for securing the cloud.

"Peter is a very experienced cloud trainer and
we have enthusiastic feedback from his CCSK
students"
Daniele Catteddu, Managing Director EMEA,
Cloud Security Alliance
FACULTY : Peter van Eijk

CompTIA Reaches The 'Two
Million Certifications Granted'
Milestone

http://www.tomsitpro.com/articles/comptia-two-million-certification-milestone,1-2679.html

Enterprise Architecture
TOGAF® 9

"…provides guidance in the establishment of
an EA capability in an organisation."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Enterprise Architecture
DURATION : Four day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
TOGAF® is the most widely adopted
Enterprise Architecture (EA) framework
and methodology today: in
government, private industry and nonprofits. It draws on rich contributions
from the Open Group’s many members
over more than a decade.
It provides guidance in the establishment of an EA capability in an organisation, scoping EA
activities, performing EA related projects and managing the outcomes into the delivery stage.
Enterprise architects, particularly those certified in TOGAF®, are in great demand worldwide and
frequently command salaries close to those of the CIO.

"After I completed the TOGAF certification, I found
that I not only looked at the immediate benefit/cause
of a given situation/problem but I was also trying to
apply similar principles in a framework, so that
similar problems would not be repeated or handled
in the same manner..."
Harsh Panwar, Business Transformation Advisor,
SAP Asia, Singapore
FACULTY : Michael Schnellbuegel

as featured on www.verticaldistinct.com

Enterprise Architecture: Is it broken?
by Ian Glossop

Jason Bloomberg suggests that Enterprise Architecture is broken in Forbes Magazine. Peter
Harrad examines the issues in a little more detail, and in a less simplistic fashion. Five years
ago, Dion Hinchcliffe made the same criticism in a much more thoughtful and analytical
way. Several well-known Enterprise Architects have observed the failures of initiatives, or
programmes labelled as “Enterprise Architecture” including Sally Bean in Beyond
Alignment and Doucet, Gøtze, Saha and Bernard in Coherency Management and in their
Journal of EA articles….[read more]

Governance and Enterprise IT
CERTIFIED IN THE GOVERNANCE OF ENTERPRISE IT

"…only one of its kind in the area of
Governance of IT. "
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Governance &
Enterprise IT
DURATION : Four day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This certification programme
recognises those who are committed
to excellence in IT governance
practices. It is the only one of its kind
in the area of Governance of IT. CGEIT
is based on ISACA’s and the IT
Governance Institute (ITGI)’s
intellectual property and the input of subject matter experts around the world.

"I consider Sushil as a great professional in the field of
IT governance. As a member of the ISO JTC1 SC7
WG1A, I appreciate very much working with him.
Sushil's contribution in the field of standardisation is
extremely interesting and significant..."
Christopher Feltus, Senior R&D Engineer,
Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology
FACULTY : Sushil Chatterji

Governance and Enterprise IT
COBIT 5 FOUNDATION

"…the only business framework for the
governance and management of enterprise IT."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Governance &
Enterprise IT
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This evolutionary version incorporates
the latest thinking in enterprise
governance and management
techniques, and provides globally
accepted principles, practices, analytical
tools and models to help increase the
trust in, and value from, information
systems. COBIT 5 builds and expands on
COBIT 4.1 by integrating other major framework, standards and resources, including ISACA’s Val
IT and Risk IT, Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL®) and related standards from
the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO).

"I consider Sushil as a great professional in the field of IT
governance. As a member of the ISO JTC1 SC7 WG1A, I
appreciate very much working with him. Sushil's
contribution in the field of standardisation is extremely
interesting and significant..."
Christopher Feltus, Senior R&D Engineer, Luxembourg
Institute of Science and Technology
FACULTY : Sushil Chatterji

Governance and Enterprise IT
CERTIFIED IN RISK AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS CONTROL

"CRISC is the most current and rigorous assessment
available to evaluate the risk management proficiency
of IT professionals."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Governance &
Enterprise IT
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
The CRISC certification is for IT and
business professionals who identify and
manage risks through the development,
implementation and maintenance of
appropriate information systems (IS)
controls. Those who earn CRISC help
enterprises to understand business risk, and have the technical knowledge to implement
appropriate IS controls.

"I consider Sushil as a great professional in the field of
IT governance. As a member of the ISO JTC1 SC7
WG1A, I appreciate very much working with him.
Sushil's contribution in the field of standardisation is
extremely interesting and significant..."
Christopher Feltus, Senior R&D Engineer,
Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology
FACULTY : Sushil Chatterji

Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control
(CRISC) Named Best Professional Certification
Programme*

 CRISC was established in 2010
 has already been earned by nearly 17,000 professionals

http://www.isaca.org/Certification/CRISC-Certified-in-Risk-and-Information-Systems-Control/What-is-CRISC/Pages/CRISC-Named-Best-ProfessionalCertification-Program.aspx

as featured on www.verticaldistinct.com

Behavioural Traits of Top Architects
by Peter Haviland

I’m involved in regular efforts to recruit top talent, and I often talk to recruitment firms
about innovative ways to identify and secure the very best talent, both for my own
organisation, and those of my clients.
There are a few behaviours that keep emerging as highly desirable and I thought I’d share
those here and get your perspectives on relevance, but also the most effective ways to
train and foster such behaviours….[read more]

Health IT
COMPTIA ™ CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL IN HEALTH
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

"…designed to help you implement, deploy and
support healthcare IT systems in US clinical settings."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Health IT
DURATION : Five day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
The CompTIA™ Healthcare IT Technician
certification covers the knowledge and
skills required to implement, deploy, and
support healthcare IT systems in U.S.
clinical settings.

"Bryan's ability to lead by example has helped myself
along with many others understand what is expected
of an IT professional. His approachable personality
and vast knowledgee of hardware and software
make him an invaluable asset to have as a manager."
Chris McAuliffe, Infrastructure Support Engineer
Level II at NTT America
FACULTY : Bryan Gildelreal

ITIL®

ITIL® FOUNDATION

"…leads to the qualification ITIL® Foundation
Certificate in IT Service Management."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : ITIL®
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course will ensure that candidates gain
an understanding of the IT processes, then
manage IT services, from the concept stage
through design and development, and into
a production environment, which stages in
ITIL are known as Service Strategy, Service
Design, Service Transition and Service
Operation.

FACULTY : Andrew Wright

ITIL®

ITIL® LIFECYCLE - SERVICE STRATEGY

"…a free standing qualification but also part of the
ITIL® Intermediate Lifecycle stream."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : ITIL®
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course leads to the ITIL® Certificate –
Service Strategy. It forms one of the
modules that leads to the ITIL® Expert
Certificate in IT Service Management. The
course covers the management and control
of activities and techniques within the
Service Strategy stage, but not the detail of
each of the supporting processes.

FACULTY : Andrew Wright

ITIL®

ITIL® LIFECYCLE - SERVICE TRANSITION

"…a free standing qualification but also part of the
ITIL® Intermediate Lifecycle stream."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : ITIL®
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course leads to the ITIL® Certificate
– Service Transition. It forms one of the
modules that leads to the ITIL® Expert
Certificate in IT Service Management.
The course covers the management and
control of activities and techniques
within the Service Transition stage, but
not the detail of each of the supporting
processes.

FACULTY : Andrew Wright

ITIL®

ITIL® LIFECYCLE - SERVICE DESIGN

"…a free standing qualification but also part of the
ITIL® Intermediate Lifecycle stream."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : ITIL®
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course leads to the ITIL® Certificate
– Service Design. It forms one of the
modules that leads to the ITIL® Expert
Certificate in IT Service Management.
The course covers the management and
control of activities and techniques
within the Service Design stage, but not
the detail of each of the supporting
processes.

FACULTY : Andrew Wright

ITIL®

ITIL® LIFECYCLE - SERVICE OPERATION

"…a free standing qualification but also part of the
ITIL® Intermediate Lifecycle stream."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : ITIL®
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course leads to the ITIL® Certificate –
Service Operation. It forms one of the
modules that leads to the ITIL® Expert
Certificate in IT Service Management. The
course covers the management and control
of activities and techniques within the
Service Operation stage, but not the detail
of each of the supporting processes.

FACULTY : Andrew Wright

From the article, 18 Hot IT Certifications for 2014

KANBAN

CERTIFIED KANBAN FOUNDATION

"…to help protect the interests of managers who want to
apply Kanban to their knowledge or service work."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Kanban
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course is certified through the Lean
Kanban University (LKU). The Kanban
Method is a set of principles and practices
that are applied to an existing process. The
curriculum of every LeanKanban University
Certified Kanban Training class is based on
the Kanban Method and is followed by all
LKU Kanban Coaching Professionals.

FACULTY : Rob Maher

SCRUM

PROFESSIONAL SCRUM MASTER

"…attention not only to "what scrum is" but the
"why" behind scrum as well."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Scrum
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course focuses on understand Scrum
basics including the framework, mechanics
and roles of Scrum. It also shows you how
to use Scrum to optimise value,
productivity, and the total cost of
ownership of software products.

"...Completing the PSM course gave me a solid point
of reference. It was in depth and I learnt more about
how far scrum could change the world of software
engineering. From the course, I understood the
resistance and anxiety felt by practitioners of
waterfall frameworks..."
FACULTY : Rob Maher

Chan Fun Chiat, Professional Scrum Master,
Malaysia

SCRUM

PROFESSIONAL SCRUM DEVELOPER (.NET)

"…guiding you on how to turn product requirements
into potentially-shippable increments of software."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Scrum
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
Scrum.org’s PSD (.Net) course is a unique
and intensive experience for software
developers and is based on the .Net
platform. The course guides teams on how to
turn product requirements into potentiallyshippable increments of software using the
Scrum framework, Visual Studio 2010, and
modern software engineering practices.

"I would definitely recommend this course. It is
very important for both team members and
leaders."
Homoud Bunder AlJabreen, King Abdulaziz City
for Science and Technology (KACST)
FACULTY : Rob Maher

SCRUM

PROFESSIONAL SCRUM DEVELOPER (JAVA)

"…guiding you on how to develop an increment of
potentially releasable functionality using the Java platform."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Scrum
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course guides you on how to work in a
team, using modern software engineering
practices, to develop an increment of
potentially releasable functionality using the
Java platform. You will learn to do so within
the Scrum framework doing iterative
incremental development. Classes are exercise-driven and you will work in self-organising teams to
develop ‘done’ increments from Product Backlog items.

"Faisal is a highly experienced agile coach and
consultant. He has a deep knowledge of all aspects
relating to agile but more importantly, he has the
skills to fit methods and practices into the context
of the organisation...An exceptional coach,
consultant and trainer."

FACULTY : Faisal Mahmood

Matthew Steer, Senior Manager FSO IT Advisory /
Leader of Strategic Testing Services CSE ITA

SCRUM

PROFESSIONAL SCRUM PRODUCT OWNER

"…guiding you on how to create, measure and
maintain value at the product and enterprise level."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Scrum
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
Agile Product Owners must go beyond writing
User Stories or managing the Product Backlog.
Professional Product Owners must have a
solid understanding of what drives value. They
must be equipped with techniques to create,
measure and maintain value at the product
and enterprise level. As such, this course enables you to learn effective Agile and Scrum techniques
to manage Agile products and services. You will learn to create and maximise value at the product
and enterprise level, while managing requirements in the form of Product Backlog in Agile and
Scrum projects.

"Faisal is very smart, articulate and
knowledgeable. He 'gets' agile and can convert his
technical and management experience into
effective guidance for those embarking on the
Agile journey. I have no hesitation in
recommending him as an Agile Coach and Trainer
but also as a great colleague."
Martin Smith, Agile Scrum Coach, O2 UK
FACULTY : Faisal Mahmood

SOFTWARE TESTING
ISTQB® ADVANCED TEST MANAGER

"…building on the Foundation syllabus to provide
essential skills for every Test Manager."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Software testing - Advanced
Level
DURATION : Five day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course is aimed at Test Managers wishing
to attain a higher qualification in software
testing leading on from the ISTQB®
Foundation Certificate. This course builds
upon the Foundation syllabus and provides
essential skills for every Test Manager.

"Hans is a great person to work with: he is very
enthusiastic and professional in his work, has
enormous IT experience, ranging from Test
management to Service and Quality management,
and he really gets things done. I would
recommend Hans as your prime resource for
improving your IT processes."

FACULTY : Hans van Loenhoud

Adriaan Eelkema, Senior Project Manager at
Vopak Global Information Services BV

SOFTWARE TESTING
ISTQB® ADVANCED TEST ANALYST

"…building on the Foundation syllabus to provide
essential skills for every Test Analyst."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Software testing - Advanced
Level
DURATION : Four day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course is aimed at Test Analysts wishing
to attain a higher qualification in software
testing leading on from the ISTQB®
Foundation Certificate. This course builds
upon the Foundation syllabus and provides
essential skills for every Test Analyst.

FACULTY : Hans van Loenhoud

"I worked with Hans at De Amersfoortse
implementing Quality Management based on CMM.
In a short period of time, we developed the basis for
a full swing Quality System. Hans is a great coach.
He knows very well when to pour in additional
knowledge and when to switch back to a very
friendly 'surveillance mode'. Hans brings an
extensive experience in a wide range of businesses in
a plethora of positions."
Jan de Vries, BiSL | FSM | ASL | ITIL | ISM |
DevOps | Requirements Engineering | Blue Ocean
Strategy | Clarity Community

SOFTWARE TESTING

ISTQB® ADVANCED TECHNCAL TEST ANALYST

"…building on the Foundation syllabus to provide
essential skills for every Technical Test Analyst."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Software testing - Advanced
Level
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course is aimed at Technical Test Analysts
wishing to attain a higher qualification in
software testing leading on from the ISTQB®
Foundation Certificate. This course builds
upon the Foundation syllabus and provides
essential skills for every Technical Test
Analyst.

FACULTY : Hans van Loenhoud

SOFTWARE TESTING
iSQI® CERTIFIED AGILE TESTER

"…providing the principles of Agile methodology and
giving testers a sound foundation to get started."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Software testing - Advanced
Level
DURATION : Five day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course provides an understanding of the
principles of the Agile methodology and gives
testers a sound foundation to get started in
Agile environments. The theory will be
covered over the first four days followed by an
examination on the fifth day. The course and
trainers are iSQI® accredited to an
international standard.

FACULTY : Angelina Samaroo

SOFTWARE TESTING
ISTQB® FOUNDATION

"...providing a good grounding in software testing. "

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Software testing - Advanced
Level
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course provides a good grounding in
software testing. It provides a broad overview
of the testing activities which could be
undertaken at each stage of software
development, from requirements capture, to
unit testing, to release.

FACULTY : Angelina Samaroo

To certify or not to certify?
The argument that certification does not guarantee job performance is valid. There is
nothing that can guarantee a level of performance when people are involved in the
process. But, certifications do provide a guaranteed minimum of knowledge, skills and
abilities. A vendor-neutral certification demonstrates a broad knowledge base, and
generally includes access to an extensive global network of subject matter experts.
Derek Mohammed, Ph.D., CISA, CISSP, PMP, JOnline: Certification—The Answer to
Cybersecurity Woes?*

* As published in the ISACA Journal, 2011

WIRELESS

CERTIFIED WIRELESS NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR

"…helping you get started in your wireless career."
TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Wireless
DURATION : Five day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
The CWNA certification will get you started in
your wireless career by ensuring you have the
skills to successfully survey, install and
administer enterprise Wi-Fi networks. It is a
Foundation Level enterprise Wi-Fi certification
for the CWNP programme.

FACULTY : Peter Mackenzie

WIRELESS

CERTIFIED WIRELESS ANALYSIS PROFESSIONAL

"…a professional level wireless LAN certification."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Wireless
DURATION : Five day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
The CWAP is a professional level wireless LAN
certification for the CWNP programmes. It will
ensure you have the skills to successfully
analyse, troubleshoot and optimise any
enterprise Wi-Fi network, regardless of gear
deployed.

FACULTY : Peter Mackenzie

WIRELESS

CERTIFIED WIRELESS DESIGN PROFESSIONAL

"…a professional level wireless LAN certification."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Wireless
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
The CWDP is a professional level wireless LAN
certification for the CWNP programme. The
CWDP certification will advance your career by
ensuring you have the skills to successfully
design enterprise Wi-Fi networks for a variety
of different applications, deployments, and
environments, no matter which brand of Wi-Fi
gear your organisation deploys.

FACULTY : Jimmy Donohue

WIRELESS
CERTIFIED WIRELESS SECURITY PROFESSIONAL

"…a professional level wireless LAN certification."

TYPE: Certification -led
SUB CATEGORY : Wireless
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
The CWSP is a professional level wireless LAN
certification for the CWNP programme. The
CWSP certification will advance your career by
ensuring you have the skills to successfully
secure enterprise Wi-Fi networks from
hackers, no matter which brand of Wi-Fi gear
your organisation deploys.

FACULTY : Jimmy Donohue

AGILE
TRANSITIONING TO AGILE

"…helping you transition to Agile in a meaningful
manner."

TYPE: Professional development
SUB CATEGORY : Agile
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course introduces the fundamental steps
for organisations to transition to Agile in a
meaningful manner, adopting whatever agile
methodology best fits their needs along the
way. For some, this might mean Scrum and for
others, it may mean Kanban or even a
combination of two or more methdologies.

"Tarun is a detailed-oriented and well experienced IT
pundit who handles all new issues as if he has solved
them before. I highly recommend him for his SOA
Architecture development, Play Framework, Project
Management and overall software engineering
skills."
Abdul Salam Khan

FACULTY : Tarun Sukhani

as featured on www.verticaldistinct.com

Two Bad Habits All Agilists Should Overcome
by Tarun Sukhani

As an Agile transformation consultant, I regularly come across organisations that, despite
their alacrity to transform team effectiveness, are often mired in a host of
entrenched beliefs and habits that threaten to derail any concerted effort to effect positive
change….[read more]

DATA MANAGEMENT

HOW TO IMPLEMENT PRACTICAL DATA QUALITY
MANAGEMENT

"…providing you with an understanding on the
fundamentals of Data Quality Management."

TYPE: Professional development
SUB CATEGORY : Data Management
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
All organisations rely on information created
from data stored in computer systems, to run
operations and to make decisions. If this data
is incomplete, invalid, inconsistent, non standard, misinterpreted and/or not
compliant with business rules, then you have a
Data Quality problem. This course provides
you with an understanding of the fundamentals of Data Quality Management and the steps required
to implement a Data Quality Management process. It has a heavy practitioner focus and assists
those charged with investigating or improving Data and/or Information Quality.

"The course opened up a whole new Data Quality
world! Implementing Data Quality in any business is
a huge challenge, but after this course, I have all the
tools to take on the challenge. Thanks Di XX "
San Marie Meyer

FACULTY : Di Joseph

as featured on www.verticaldistinct.com

Data Quality - Why You Simply Cannot Ignore It
by Rowena Morais

Start by identifying the main problem when faced with Data – which is that poor Data Quality
almost always adds to your costs, and consequently impacts your profitability. Organisations
and people rely on information all the time and this information is created from data.
You rely on it to run operations, make decisions and take appropriate action. However, if the
data which you rely on is incomplete, invalid or not compliant with business rules, you then
have a Data Quality problem….[read more]

FINANCE

CORPORATE FINANCE ESSENTIALS FOR
IT MANAGERS

"There is an increasing demand for IT managers who
are able to negotiate the complex relationship between
business leaders and IT."
TYPE: Professional development
SUB CATEGORY : Finance
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
When you reach the management level in
organisations, technical and functional
expertise matters less than leadership skills
and a deep understanding of business
fundamentals. There is an increasing demand
for IT managers who are able to negotiate the
complex relationship between business
leaders and IT. It’s not just about the technology but about the way technology can generate value
for the organisation. This requires leaders who understand the increased complexity of business and
who understand the principles of value creation so that they are able to make well informed
decisions about how IT can best contribute to shareholder value.

"Ben has shown a clear capacity to look at issues
from a high level and with a tremendous respect to
his peers. I especially appreciate his listening skills in
a team even with the least experienced classmates.
Finally, Ben's excellent humor completed his solid
and "structuring" character in our teamwork. Ben
comes highly recommended."
Pascal Rialland
FACULTY : Ben Ponne

SECURITY
ETHICAL HACKER AND PENETRATION TESTER

"an overview of IT security from a penetration
tester's perspective."
TYPE: Professional development
SUB CATEGORY : Security
DURATION : Five day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
A combination of theoretical (20 percent) and
hands on experience (80 percent), this course
provides an overview of IT Security from a
penetration tester’s perspective. Techniques
and proof of concept of attacks are examined. The fundamentals will be covered such as collecting
information on the target, the attack itself, post-attack and well as how to cover your tracks.

"I had the opportunity to acquire my Certified
Ethical Hacker training from Belly and it was an
experience I cherish forever. I was completely
overwhelmed by the command he had over the latest
tools and techniques in the security domain. His
elevated knowledge and versatility in all aspects of
info security gave me an insight as to how learned,
professional and enriched his experience was."
FACULTY : Belly Rachdianto

Khurram Javed, Assistant Director at Riphah
Institute of Systems Engineering (RISE)

72 percent of employers use IT
certifications as a requirement
for certain job roles

From IT Certification Hot List 2015 : 10 That Deliver Higher Pay by Rich Hein

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
CHANGE MANAGEMENT FOUNDATION

"The secret of change is to focus all of your
energy, not on fighting the old, but on building
the new."
TYPE: Certification-led
SUB CATEGORY : Change Management
DURATION : Three day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
This course will focus on equipping you
with a comprehensive understanding of
the challenges of Change Management,
why change happens, how it happens and
what needs to be done in order to
overcome resistance to change. It is an
intense course with extensive delegate participation and opportunities to apply Change
Management models, tools and techniques to a variety of scenarios.

FACULTY : Narinder Dhaliwal

"I recently attended a Change Management and
Practitioner course led by Narinder. Narinder
delivered the content in a style that is easy to
understand and digest. The exam preparation was
excellent and led to a score of 80% in the foundation
exam. I am still awaiting the results of the
practitioner element but can confidently say, that of
all of the exams that I have taken over the last 20
years, this was the first one that I can say that I have
walked into knowing that I passed. This is largely
due to Narinder's effective training style and
expertise."
Lesley Davis, HR Systems Implementation Manager

COMMUNICATION

THE LANGUAGE OF EFFECTIVE PRESENTATIONS

"Start any and every talk with a BANG. Make
them love listening to you from the start."
TYPE: Professional development
SUB CATEGORY : Communication
DURATION : Two day course
FORMAT : Held in person - multiple
cities/dates
MORE : Get more course details
You will develop further, the art of
speaking eloquently, in order to impress
and convince, to ooze confidence, yet
appear diplomatic. This course has a
particular emphasis on preparing you to
deliver presentations and speeches.
The training style will be highly interactive and consist of eight modules.

FACULTY : Raj Kumar

" I am happy to say that I introduced Raj to our
organisation after I took a personal 12 hour
Presentations course from him. I have to say, he is
the best trainer I have come across and the
techniques he covers can be put to use immediately.
As I oversee 41 countries in our subsidiaries globally,
my life is filled with conference calls. Here, Raj has
been especially helpful in showing me the art of
speaking and the art of becoming more visible. He is
simply marvellous!"
Senior Director, GE Healthcare

as featured on www.verticaldistinct.com

The Art of Speaking Eloquently
by Raj Kumar

I am standing on the podium, looking out at the sea of faces before me, as I am about to
deliver a presentation on a subject I know well. Very well, in fact. I have been in this
business for many years and I know absolutely and thoroughly what I talk about. I am even
regarded as a guru in this field. Yet, my palms are sweating, my heartbeat’s racing.
I can feel that lump in my dry throat. I am not sure if my voice will tremble in the first few
minutes….[read more]

MENTORING

CERTIFIED MENTOR PRACTITIONER LEVEL 1

"If you light a lamp for someone, it will also
brighten your own path." - Buddha proverb

TYPE: Professional development
SUB CATEGORY : Mentoring
DURATION : Two half day sessions
FORMAT : Online
MORE : Get more course details
Mentorship has the potential to change
your career, bringing value not only to the
person you mentor but to yourself as well.
Level 1 of the Certified Mentor
Practitioner Programme is an online
classroom study, taken over two days that
seeks to help you on your path to
becoming a Certified Mentor Practitioner.

"After taking both Levels One and Two to become an
Internationally Certified Mentor, I now see the
tremendous impact mentorship can have on an
organisation, a group of any size and, most
importantly, your personal life. Through my own
mentoring work, I have witnessed amazing positive
results through these two areas - self -confidence and
practising better communication…."
FACULTY : Doug Lawrence

Dania Meyers, CMP

. . . BEFORE YOU DECIDE
SOME TIPS TO GET YOU STARTED

Ambition is the first step to success. The second
step is action.
1. BRUSH UP ON THE TOPIC OF YOUR

5. WHY GET CERTIFIED?

CHOICE

It widens your market opportunities. You are

Our website contains many articles within each

benchmarking against best practices. The

vertical, covering a diverse range of sub-topics

designations afforded on completion are powerful

within. Learn, connect, grow.

tools for career enhancement. Demonstrate your

2. DOWNLOAD A FREE PDF COPY OF

effectiveness.

ACCELERATE MAGAZINE

6. LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

This is our flagship quarterly publication for the

With courses available in multiple cities, you are

HR community. Get your free copy now.

bound to find the course you want at a convenient

3. REVIEW OUR FACULTY'S

time and location. All courses are run in central

CREDENTIALS

locations in cities.

All faculty members are recognised within their

7. COURSE INFORMATION

industry and are professionally accredited. They

English is the medium of instruction of all courses

believe strongly in what they teach, keep

delivered. All relevant information about registration,

themselves up to date on developments within

examination, pre-course requirements, examinations

their field and possess strong commercial

etc are listed on our website. Please refer to the

experience which complements their teaching

website for more details or email us for more

ability. Strong detailed testimonials speak to

information.

this fact.

8. NEXT STEPS

4. ACCREDITED COURSES IN HIGH

1. Choose the course that makes the most sense for

DEMAND

you. If you don’t see a course you like, ask us anyway

The courses we offer are internationally

- it could be in development. 

recognised and industry backed. For this

2. Ask us if you need to get more information on any

reason, they are in much demand. Decide which

aspect of the course, delivery or faculty. 

course fits your needs.

3. Decide and take action.
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development courses on offer
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